June 17, 2014
CRIMES EFFECTED BY SECRET SATELLITE TECHNOLOGIES
by Paul Baird
from www.surveillanceissues.com
This is a request for help, on a humanitarian and spiritual basis, on behalf of thousands of tortured and assaulted oppressed
people around the world.

THE TECHNOLOGIES IN QUESTION:
1. COVERT SATELLITE SURVEILLANCE TECHNOLOGIES:EXAMPLES
The Echelon system: the NSA monitoring of ALL telecommunications (worldwide and local); incl. ALL emails, phone calls
etc.
Iris satellites and other audio/visual monitoring systems: allowing spying without trespass; leaving targeted persons with no
privacy AT ALL.
RELATED OFFENCES
Invasion of privacy, theft of intellectual property, blackmail, criminal harassment, media/mafia surveillance feedback etc.
2. PSYCHOTRONIC SATELLITE WEAPONRY:EXAMPLES
Devices based on neurophone technology (U.S. Pat # 3647970, 7/3/72, P. Flanagan): allowing voice (and other) transmissions
directly to the targets brain; bypassing normal hearing mechanisms.
Brain wave analysers (U.S. Pat # 6011991, 1/4/00, A. Mardirossian): allowing thoughts to be interpreted remotely.
Conscious altering methods (U.S. Pat # 5289438, 22/2/94, J. Gall): allowing targets to be put to sleep, made angry, happy etc.
RELATED OFFENCES
It’s possible to transmit messages/noise to and from the human brain without the need for either hearing or speech.
This facilitates interrogation, deception, manipulation as well as emotional and psychological violence in the form of
mental rape, torture and slavery. The available weapons also allow mood management and brainwashing techniques
to be employed from a great distance (via satellite) from military/agency facilities.
3. DIRECTED ENERGY WEAPONS
There are numerous laser-facilitated devices (amongst others), which allow various offences to be committed in a remote
manner… “Star Wars” satellites and more are already in place.
RELATED OFFENCES
People can be tortured, assaulted, raped, heart attacks, cancers and radiation burns can be caused. In fact all manner
of pain, assaults and injury up to and including death can be caused by these weapons.
COMMENTARY
This is frightening stuff but it’s not going to go away if we hide from it anymore than the Nazi threat would have. In fact
many of the victims of these technologies are referring to the use of these inhuman methods as “The silent holocaust”; today,
a covert culling/silencing of citizens who offend/oppose powerful criminals. The guilty are syndicate criminals and spies
working for the CIA, DIA, MI6, MOSSAD etc.
As further testament to man’s inhumanity to man certain illegal, involuntary human experiments are also being
conducted using these technologies. Studies in how to remotely silence or manipulate people/events are, in fact, at the
heart of all of this. Originally the targets chosen were institutionalised/defenceless people in jails, asylums and nursing
homes. However, today political, ideological and business opponents across the wider worldwide community have
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been included in far-reaching programs designed to research social/mind influencing methodologies and silence
opponents of organised crime. Many good people have been destroyed or killed by those responsible. The programs
have been called “satellite detention/torture programs”, “electronic POW camps”, “mental slavery” and worse by
those campaigning against them.
To fully comprehend the scale of these worldwide programs you’ll need to understand that computers with the ability to
process well over 300 trillion calculations per second EACH are being used. As our human minds can only manage about
5000 calculations per second, each of these computers can process more information than ten times the world’s population so
they can easily keep tabs on all of us… but we’re not the ones with something to hide.
Now all of this is, of course, unacceptable and totally indefensible. If it wasn’t it would be done openly and not in secret.
Those involved clearly belong in prison along with those that cover for them. However, pending that, something is being
done, albeit in a theoretical and non publicised fashion… It will also help if you understand what has happened (so far) to
combat the evil practices in question.
BACKGROUND:
Over the last decade or so I have been researching available information on advanced satellite technologies. Despite the fact
that secrecy orders hide much of it from public scrutiny (supposedly as a matter of genuine National Security) it has become
clear that some of these technologies are being accessed illegally by corrupt elements within government agencies (primarily
in the U.S.A., UK and Israel). Further, access is also being granted to the criminal associates of those responsible, including
many wealthy Australians. These sad facts have been confirmed for me by scientists, researchers, spies, journalists, MPs
aides and Federal Police. There are many who know about this but few are willing to act on that knowledge; due to fear,
apathy or complicity. This is fast becoming the Western Worlds equivalent of political imprisonment.
Whilst gathering the relevant information, I have also been fielding literally thousands of pleas for help from victims of the
technologies in question; people who have either seen my website (www.surveillanceissues.com) or read my published
articles. On their behalf and on behalf of the countless other victims worldwide (both now and in the future) I am morally
obliged to impress upon you the grave importance of these matters and ask for your help. This I do in the hope that you will
react with courage, compassion and conviction. These are matters of basic decency and humanity. To ignore them would be
to abandon the citizenry to the whims of powerful/dangerous criminals who hide behind corruptible authorities.
The major problem is the failure of our laws (both national and international) to keep pace with modern (esp. secret)
technology. This neglect has allowed everything we value (including democracy itself) to be placed under real and immediate
threat. The available “secret” technologies could easily be applied to prevent terrorism, war and so on but they are instead
being used to wage war on the truth by suppressing basic freedoms which we all take for granted e.g. freedom of speech,
freedom of thought, freedom of religious expression and so on as well as the right to personal privacy. To right the evident
imbalance the human rights abuses in question must be stopped as a matter of utmost urgency and major social significance.
Please observe that the concerns about to be detailed are no less important than issues such as gun control, drug abuse,
poverty, slavery, terrorism and war itself. In fact, here we have issues that can effectively determine if and how all other
issues are dealt with. This makes these matters crucially important. I therefore ask you to consider what follows very
seriously.
ACTION TAKEN
Many human rights campaigners from around the world have spent years working on countless books, videos, websites,
rallies and symposiums which highlight these matters. These include efforts by prominent persons like Dr Nick Begich, Dr
Rauni Kilde (ex chief medical officer for Finland) and well known author Gloria Naylor. To date, all of it has been ignored
by the criminally owned/controlled media. However, most importantly, there has been open condemnation of these methods
by major political entities and I ask you to focus on these…
1. The United Nations – UNIDIR - (The UN Institute for Disarmament Research) officially recognised a range of weapons
(both lethal and non-lethal), including the ones previously listed, and recommended that they ALL be banned as weapons of
potential mass destruction. Naturally, the press releases and media guides that they issued on this matter were totally ignored
by the mainstream media. This media treachery is the reason the public is unaware of the dangers.
2. The European Parliament - In January 1999, the European Parliament passed a resolution where it calls " for an
international convention introducing a global ban on all development and deployment of weapons which might enable any
form of manipulation of human beings. It is our conviction that this ban can not be implemented without the global pressure
of the informed general public on the governments. Our major objective is to get across to the general public the real threat
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which these weapons represent for human rights and democracy and to apply pressure on the governments and parliaments
around the world to enact legislature which would prohibit the use of these devices to both government and private
organisations as well as individuals." (Plenary Sessions/ EuroParliament, 1999)
3. US Federal politician Dennis Kucinich - In October 2001, Congressman Dennis J. Kucinich introduced a bill to the House
of Representatives which, it was hoped would be extremely important in the fight to expose and stop psycho-electronic mind
control experimentation on involuntary, non-consensual citizens. The Bill was referred to the Committee on Science, and in
addition to the Committee on Armed Services and International Relations. In the original bill a ban was sought on 'exotic
weapons' including electronic, psychotronic or information weapons, chemtrails, particle beams, plasmas, electromagnetic
radiation, extremely low frequency (ELF) or ultra low frequency (ULF) energy radiation, or mind control technologies.
Despite the inclusion of a prohibition of the basing of weapons in space, and the use of weapons to destroy objects or damage
objects in space, there is no mention in the revised bill of any of the aforementioned mind-invasive weaponry, nor of the use
of satellite or radar or other energy based technology for deploying or developing technology designed for deployment
against the minds of human beings. [the original Bill was called The Space Preservation Act, 2001 (HR 2977) it was
reintroduced as The Space Preservation Act, 2002 (HR 3616 )]. Kucinich’s efforts mirrored similar attempts made some years
earlier by ex astronaut, Sen. John Glenn.
4. US Federal politician Jim Guest - recently wrote to all members of the US legislature asking for help for the countless
victims of electronic harassment/torture (agency black operations being secreted from congressional scrutiny thus allowing
corrupt officers to frame/torture innocents). To date, nothing concrete has come of this approach.
5. French National Bioethics Committee - In January 1998, an annual public meeting of the French National Bioethics
Committee was held in Paris. Its chairman, Jean-Pierre Changeux, a neuroscientist at the Institut Pasteur in Paris, told the
meeting that "advances in cerebral imaging make the scope for invasion of privacy immense. Although the equipment needed
is still highly specialized, it will become commonplace and capable of being used at a distance. That will open the way for
abuses such as invasion of personal liberty, control of behaviour and brainwashing. These are far from being science-fiction
concerns.and constitute "a serious risk to society." ("Nature." Vol 391, 1998)
All of these attempts were admirable but have not achieved the desired result due to a lack of integrity/resolve from other
political bodies and the media. In Australia AFP complaints files are still being marked “politically sensitive”, even by
sympathetic/knowledgeable Federal police. That’s clearly inadequate. I’m now approaching local community leaders looking
for humanitarians who are prepared to do the right thing on this issue. Economic, military and political rationalizations are
not morally/spiritually acceptable excuses for inaction on this matter. Hopefully Authorities and Leaders will realise that we
are ultimately to be held accountable for both our actions and inaction. Most hierarchies, agencies, businesses etc are
corruptible. Their lies must not be accepted on important matters like these.
ACTION REQUESTED
Rather than abandoning future generations to the bleak prospect of satellite tyranny I ask that you now allow your conscience
to guide you and look into these matters, preferably with a small group of like-minded colleagues but, if necessary, alone.
When recognition is given to the fact that these issues affect all others and once personal fears and ambitions are put aside for
the benefit of the common good then something real and positive can be done about this situation. All I can do is try to
motivate you. Specifically, I seek a personal reply to this letter and approaches to church, human rights and political bodies
on these matters. It would also help if I had someone on file who was prepared to act as a spiritual counselor to local victims.
N.B I ask you to ignore man-made pressure to acquiesce and hope that you will (instead) respond as Jesus would. He didn’t
pick and choose his fights based on politics, monetary reward etc. He fearlessly spoke the truth and we’re expected to follow
his lead… even if it means carrying a cross. True believers, who realise that as eternal beings we should fear God not man,
will help in whatever way they can.
I thank you for your courage and compassion.
Regards, Paul Baird
SATELLITE SPIES – THE SHOCKING TRUTH
TECHNOLOGY

ACTUAL CRIMINAL USE
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POTENTIAL GOOD USE

ECHELON SATELLITES
(NSA satellite/computer
monitoring of all
telecommunications worldwide)
AUDIO-VISUAL SATELLITES
(Allowing 24/7 surveillance of
anyone, even in their homes)

To intercept conversations,
To monitor and stop terrorists and
emails etc. To steal ideas and
other criminals
harass targets (writers,
whistleblowers etc)
To gather blackmail-friendly
To monitor and stop terrorists and
material; to oppress targets and
other criminals
other citizens; to feed results to
media/political criminals
To monitor and stop terrorists and
INTERACTIVE TRANSECTOR To spy on political targets etc by
DEVICE
finding, locking onto and tracking other criminals
(Sat-based – Pat US #4893815
those victims so as to
16-1-90 L. Rowan)
terrorise/torture them
METHODS OF ALTERING
To alter targets moods by
To help the emotionally
CONSCIOUSNESS
stimulating the brain to exhibit
distressed
(Sat-based – Pat US #5123899,
certain rhythms (angry, sad,
23/6/92 J. Gall + Pat US
sleepy etc); EEG
#5289438, 22/2/94 J. Gall)
cloning/feedback
BRAIN WAVE ANALYSERS
To read the minds of targets; to
To help interrogate criminals
(Remote neural monitoring &
rob, rape, terrorise and oppress
electronic brain linking, via sat –
completely yet covertly.
Pat US #6011991, 1/4/00
Experiments in mind control, AI
A. Mardirossian)
& cloning are also carried out
NEUROPHONES
To make the target hear voices
To communicate with the deaf,
(Sat-based – Pat US #3393279
via the laser/MW/R.wave
stroke victims etc
16/7/68 P. Flanagan + Pat US
direction of sound that’s been
#3647970 7/3/72 P. Flanagan)
converted to electrical impulse to
go straight to the targets brain
NOTE: Alone, or in conjunction with subliminal and visual technologies, as well as role playing etc, these
technologies can be used for trickery including apparent schizophrenic episodes, paranormal or “alien”
encounters and much more.

THE FACTS
•
•
•
•

These technologies are not freely available to honest law enforcers, only to spies and other criminals; their
“associates”.
These “associates” include military madmen, political puppets, News Nazis and other organised crime figures (e.g.
almost the entire entertainment industry is a protected organised crime operation).
The apparent respectability of many public figures is only an illusion, like the false impression that world events are
random. Images and scenarios are manufactured to deceive the public and serve the corrupt masters of the agencies.
The agencies stock in trade includes lies, rumours and terror. Spook (ghost) writers are planted and recruited in
politics, the media etc. Most public figures will say, do, read, sing etc whatever they’re told/paid to. They don’t care about
the source (often surveillance) or targets (innocent victims).
THE TARGETS

•
•
•

Anyone challenging powerful criminals ideologically, politically etc is targeted.
These criminals run lucrative, protected operations; the drug trade, arms trade, systematic theft of intellectual
property, human experimentation, terrorism etc.
You cannot criticize warmongers, drug barons or other oppressors without repercussions.
THE SECRECY

•
•
•

“National Security” and official secrets legislation protect the perpetrators.
Media complicity keeps the information out of the public domain e.g. one IBM Blue gene computer can process more
information than six times the worlds total population (227 trillion calculations per second).
Others who know all of this are silenced; through satellite oppression or worse.
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•

The criminals responsible delude themselves by equating their best interests with those of society in general. They
thereby justify (to themselves) the mistreatment of free thinkers who question their crimes using the technologies listed over
the page. All of those involved belong in prison.

PLEASE CONTACT US FOR FURTHER INFORMATION:Yours in the search for openness and respect for universal human rights
John Finch, 5/8 Kemp St, Thornbury, Vic 3071, Australia, TEL: 0424009627
EMAIL: tijohnfinch@gmail.com,MCmailteam@gmail.com
FACEBOOK: http://www.facebook.com/john.finch.16547?ref=profile
GROUP FORUM: http://peacepink.ning.com/
TARGETED INDIVIDUAL and a member of THE WORLDWIDE CAMPAIGN AGAINST ELECTRONIC
TORTURE, ABUSE AND EXPERIMENTATION
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